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EXCHANGE RATES
Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.752
Indian Rupees 4.695
Pakistani Rupees 2.720
Srilankan Rupees 1.946
Nepali Rupees 2.957
Singapore Dollar 228.630
Hongkong Dollar 38.448
Bangladesh Taka 3.604
Philippine Peso 5.842
Thai Baht 9.524

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.227
Qatari Riyal 82.630
Omani Riyal 781.315
Bahraini Dinar 798.860
UAE Dirham 81.932

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 19.700
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 16.985
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.207
Tunisian Dinar 126.860
Jordanian Dinar 424.050
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.004
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 33.406

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 300.650

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Euro 374.910
Sterling Pound 421.960
Canadian dollar 241.290
Turkish lira 80.500
Swiss Franc 324.500
Australian Dollar 239.620
US Dollar Buying 299.450

GOLD
20 Gram 260.52
10 Gram 133.18
5 Gram 67.43

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 300.100
Canadian Dollar 242.420
Sterling Pound 425.125
Euro 375.360
Swiss Frank 280.865
Bahrain Dinar 798.075
UAE Dirhams 82.110
Qatari Riyals 83.335
Saudi Riyals 80.920
Jordanian Dinar 424.545
Egyptian Pound 17.024
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.948
Indian Rupees 4.685
Pakistani Rupees 2.715
Bangladesh Taka 3.640
Philippines Pesso 5.830
Cyprus pound 17.865

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.410936 0.418436
Czech Korune 0.006583 0.015883
Danish Krone 0.045621 0.050621
Euro 0. 364548 0.372048
Georgian Lari 0.134040 0.134040
Hungarian 0.001133 0.001323
Norwegian Krone 0.034005 0.039205
Romanian Leu 0.064299 0.081149
Russian ruble 0.005213 0.005213
Slovakia 0.008939 0.018939
Swedish Krona 0.033289 0.038289
Swiss Franc 0.314130 0.325130

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.228357 0.240357
New Zealand Dollar 0.212282 0.221782

America
Canadian Dollar 0.233777 0.242777
US Dollars 0.296850 0.301270
US Dollars Mint 0.297350 0.301270

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003253 0.003837
Chinese Yuan 0.046083 0.049583
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036593 0.039343
Indian Rupee 0.004208 0.004849
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002694 0.002874
Korean Won 0.000268 0.000283
Malaysian Ringgit 0.073185 0.079185
Nepalese Rupee 0.003003 0.003173
Pakistan Rupee 0.002526 0.002815
Philippine Peso 0.005775 0.006075
Singapore Dollar 0.222204 0.232204
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001692 0.002272
Taiwan 0.010325 0.010505
Thai Baht 0.009193 0.009743

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.791708 0.800208
Egyptian Pound 0.014097 0.019815
Iranian Riyal 0.000083 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000201 0.000261
Jordanian Dinar 0.419854 0.428854
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000154 0.000254
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021927 0.045927
Omani Riyal 0.775370 0.781050
Qatar Riyal 0.078374 0.083314
Saudi Riyal 0.079167 0.080467
Syrian Pound 0.001275 0.001495
Tunisian Dinar 0.121688 0.129688
Turkish Lira 0.074107 0.084407
UAE Dirhams 0.080512 0.082212
Yemeni Riyal 0.000978 0.001058

Japanese Yen 3.735
Syrian Pound 1.585
Nepalese Rupees 2.940
Malaysian Ringgit 78.045
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 48.075
Thai Bhat 10.530
Turkish Lira 80.000

KUWAIT: In light of its ambitious five-year strategy to
become a corporate and investment banking champion
with digitally enabled retail business for evolving con-
sumer needs, Warba Bank has launched its latest inno-
vative solution for “Customer Onboarding”. The new
solution will enable customers who wish to have an Al-
Sunbulah Account to apply for opening such an
account directly through the bank’s website without
the need to visit any of its branches.

Through this service, new customers will be able to
apply for opening their new Al-Sunbulah Accounts at
any time and from anywhere in less than five minutes.
Within two hours of the application submission, the
Bank, through the new unique automated system used
to implement this service, will have received and
processed the application for approval. The Bank’s
staff will then contact the customer to determine the
appropriate time to receive the Al-Sunbulah Account
card and sign the required documents.

In addition to its speed and ease, this new service
provides the highest level of protection for the cus-
tomers’ information shared over the Internet. The latest
information security standards are used to match the
picture of the person sitting in front of the screen with
their photo on their personal ID. Moreover, the appli-
cant will be required to give consent and acknowl-
edgement through an electronic signature so as to ver-
ify and validate the information they submit. 

Commenting on that new service, Shaheen Hamad
Al-Ghanem, CEO at Warba Bank, said: “We in Warba
Bank aim to innovate and adopt the latest banking
services and solutions that add value to the banking

customers’ transactions and reflect our respect for
their wishes and aspirations for these services. Given
the current global trend, which has become dependent
on the various smart devices and the Internet to con-
duct multiple daily transactions, we have to adopt
these techniques and use them in banking transactions,
including applications for opening new accounts sub-
mitted online by new customers and fully processed
online without requiring those new customers to visit
any of our branches. I am pleased to stress that our
Bank is racing to use
this technology, reflect-
ing our commitment to
achieving our vision to
promote the Islamic
banking sector.”

Al-Ghanem stressed
that Warba Bank has
doubled its investment
to enhance its digital
infrastructure at interna-
tional levels, ensuring
that its digital services
are designed to meet its
customers’ expectations
and aspirations, saving both time and effort. Now the
Bank’s customers can conduct and complete their
transactions through the Bank’s online banking portal,
which has undergone great development and has
transformed into a flexible electronic channel that
caters to the customers’ needs with ease. In addition,
the Bank’s application for smartphones (Warba Online

App) has proven to be a great success, and it is heavily
used by the Bank’s customers. It provides them with a
series of unique services to allow them bank with
Warba without visiting one of the Bank’s branches and
meet their expectations in terms of speed with conven-
ience.” We can say that Warba Bank thankfully is
aggressively moving towards making a positive differ-
ence in the digital arena and enhancing Islamic bank-
ing by providing advanced and high-quality innovative
digital services. 

“The growing global
trend towards digital
banking increases our
responsibility for keep-
ing our customers in
touch with these new
technologies by devel-
oping services based on
advanced technology
platforms so as to bring
value to their banking
experience with conven-
ience and ease,” Al-
Ghanem added.

In future, the ful ly
automated account opening process will apply to new
customers’ application for all other types of accounts,
providing greater flexibility and ease of operation,
saving time and effort for customers and reducing the
hassle of collecting the required paperwork to open a
bank account at both ends: the customer and the bank
staff. This would provide more efficiency and acceler-

ate  this type of transactions.
The Bank’s approach in developing its digital serv-

ices infrastructure is exemplary, given the high-end
technology and sophistication it uses to provide cus-
tomers with a distinctive banking experience. A good
example of this is the Bank’s latest service launched in
late 2017, namely the “Express Bank “machine, an
interactive branch that enables customers to easily
manage their banking needs. It also exclusively pro-
vides a range of unprecedented services in Kuwait,
which can be completed by the customer in cog-
nizance of their privacy and ease. In addition, the Bank
has launched a series of digital services under its
theme of “Express”, including: Express Share, Express
Salary, Express Bill, Express Beneficiary, Express
Transfers, Express Login, Express Chat, Express
Eediya, skip a payment service, Warba Voice and
many more. Moreover, the Bank offers Watch Banking
applications on both the Android and iOS platforms
which al low the customers to view their bank
accounts.

“The Kuwaiti population, especially the younger
generation, are keen to adopt the latest technologies.
They have a high-level of appetite in this regard.
Furthermore, they are constantly updated on the latest
international trends, so they will be proactive in
adopting these digital banking services once they are
released. Kuwait is often amongst one of the early
adopters for modern technologies in a wide range of
fields and Warba Bank intends to leverage this trend
through its range of digital banking services with an
always-first attitude,”Al-Ghanem concluded. 

Warba Bank offers innovative and
fully-digital account opening service

‘Customer Onboarding,’ fastest and convenient account opening service in region

Opening of 
Al-Sunbulah 

Account made 
simple, easy

Broad-based global
economic recovery
gains further steam
KUWAIT: The broad-based global economic recovery
gained further steam, including in the US, where the inflation
narrative appeared to shift toward a more hawkish scenario.
After months of solid data, the IMF raised its 2017 growth
estimate for the world economy to 3.7 percent and upgraded
its forecast for 2018 and 2019 to 3.9 percent. This upgrade
mostly reflected stronger growth momentum in advanced
economies (especially the US, eurozone and Japan) and the
expectations of a fiscal stimulus in the US from tax cuts. The
upward revisions were mostly unsurprising and the strong
economic fundamentals - combined with the softer inflation -
helped equity markets make strong gains in 2017. However,
more recently, a shift in views on US inflation have rattled
financial markets and pushed yields higher.

The outlook for the US economy improved further in
recent weeks, with expectations of a healthy boost coming
from tax cuts and the recent expansionary spending agree-
ment. The IMF expects the US economy to grow by 2.7 per-
cent in 2018, up from 2.3 percent in 2017; this is 0.4 percent-
age points higher than its forecast in October 2017. The
upgrade of the forecast is largely the result of a $1.5 trillion

stimulus expected over ten years from tax cuts passed before
the end of 2017 in a key win for the Trump administration. It
also comes at a time when the economy has been topping
expectations. Leading indicators, including capital goods
orders and the ISM manufacturing index, suggest an acceler-
ating pace of growth. Indeed, GDP growth averaged 2.9 per-
cent in the last three quarters of 2017. The labor market has
also been tightening. 

After months of softness, prospects for US inflation
appear to be turning, boosted by the strength in the economy.
Inflationary momentum was lackluster during the best part of
2017. After peaking at 2.3 percent y/y in January 2017, core
inflation slipped to end the year at 1.8 percent y/y. However,
more recent data suggests that inflation may be gaining
momentum. Core prices rose by an annualized 2.5 percent
during 4Q17, with December seeing the strongest gain.
Inflation in the core PCE index has also been rising, though at
1.5 percent y/y it remains well below the 2 percent target.
These improvements are reflected in January’s FOMC state-
ment with the Fed suggesting that inflation could reach its 2
percent target sooner than had been previously thought.
Average wages have since also indicated further strength, as
they gained 0.3 percent m/m in January and pushed the
annual pace to 2.9 percent y/y, well above expectations.

US inflation
The shift in the outlook for US inflation has boosted

expectations of more rapid monetary tightening, lifting yields.
With inflation seen gaining momentum, markets are now
expecting the Fed to respond by increasing rates more rapid-

ly in 2018. The chances of three or more hikes in 2018 were
just 40 percent at the start of the year, according to the CME
Group; they have since risen to over 60 percent. At the same
time, yields have been climbing. The 10-year US Treasury
yield rose to 2.85 percent, up around 44 basis points since
the start of 2018. Yields in Germany and the UK followed
suite, seeing similar gains.

In the eurozone, the economy has continued to improve.
The economy grew at its fastest pace in eleven years, and
with average growth of 2.5 percent in 2017, it outperformed
other advanced economies including the US and the UK.
There has also been an increasing perception that the
improvement in growth will be sustained in the medium-term.
Indeed, the IMF recently upgraded eurozone growth by 0.3
percentage points in this and next year, though it is still seen
slowing from 2.4 percent in 2017 to 2.3 percent in 2018 and 2
percent in 2019. Despite stronger growth, inflation in the
eurozone remained well below target, though there are some
early signs of upward momentum. Inflation in the eurozone
slipped to 1.3 percent y/y in January according to the prelim-
inary flash estimate, falling further below the 2 percent
European Central Bank target. While inflation is higher in
some of the stronger economies like Germany, even there it
continues to fall below the target. Still, January’s data saw an
uptick in core inflation, which rose to 1.0 percent y/y, though
it is too early to say whether this will be a sustained trend.

Inflation in Japan also remains subdued despite a more
promising economy. Growth in Japan surprised analysts to
the upside in 2017. This has broadly been driven by exports,
which were boosted by a stronger global economy and a

weaker yen. As a result, growth is expected to have acceler-
ated to 1.8 percent in 2017, more than double the pace that
was forecast a year ago. The outlook for 2018 has also
improved, with the IMF hiking its growth forecast for the year
by 0.5 percentage points to 1.2 percent. Despite this, inflation
remains weak. The preferred core inflation measure, exclud-
ing food and energy, stood at 0.3 percent in December.

Emerging markets buoyant
Emerging markets have been seeing robust growth, with

the pace there seen accelerating slightly in 2018. Emerging
economies are expected to continue to recover in 2018, with
growth picking up to 4.9 percent. Most of the gains are
expected to come from India, Brazil and Mexico; indeed, the
latter two have had their growth upgraded by the IMF on
improving commodity prices. Emerging Europe is also
expected to continue to do well, supported by better demand
from the eurozone. Meanwhile, growth in China continues to
decelerate though not quite as rapidly as previously expected.

The robust global economy and OPEC-constrained sup-
ply have provided significant support to oil prices since mid-
2017, but downside pressures remain. Brent rallied as much as
60 percent since June 2017, even surpassing $70 per barrel
briefly in January. Prices benefited from the OPEC-led agree-
ment to reduce production, which was extended through the
end of 2018. Despite the strength, the outlook for prices
remains constrained by the prospects for US shale oil pro-
duction. Indeed, total US production recently exceeded 10
million barrels per day for the first time since 1970, boosted
by gains in shale oil. 

KUWAIT: Shaheen Hamad Al-Ghanem (second from right) addresses a press conference A group photo of the Warba Bank team


